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Introduction 
This paper gives a brief description of the computer programme 
CCC, which can be used for rod/rod cluster burn up calculations. 
The paper also contains a comparison of CCC results with some 
Canadian measurements on NPD fuel. 
1. CCC 
CCC is an ALGOL programme, intended for use on a B 6700 com-
puter. Essentially, it consists of two parts. The first part of 
the programme makes many (76) groups calculations on a unit cell 
(rod, clad, coolant) ..o provide spectra for the condensation of 
cross sections to fewer groups. The other part of the programme 
then performs flux- and burn up-calculations on the true cluster 
geometry in the fewer energy groups. A block diagram will show 
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Supplementary consents on the blocks: 
1. A texted print-out example of input data is shown in app. 1. 
2. READER 
3. NELKIHSCM/NELLY. Either of the two procedures calculates 
thermal scattering matrices according to Nelkins model for 
water and heavy water and according to the free gas model 
for all other nuclei. NELLY is a fast version operating with 
polynomials originally generated by means of NELKINSCM. 
4. REX/RESOREX. Calculates resonance shielded cross sections 
and Dancoff factors for the various positions of fuel in the 
cluster. In the RESOREX library, tables are stored which allow 
determination of the cross sections of U 233, U 235 and Pu 
239 in the presence of either Th 232 or U 238 as functions 
of the excess scattering cross section. If both Th 238 and 
u 238 are present, a weighted mean value is taken. 
5. MIX. 
6. GEPUR. In GEPUR the fluxdistribution in 76 groups of a unit 
cell consisting of up to 3 different materials (full, cladding, 
moderator) is calculated. The spatial resolution is set by 
machine capacity and time, but 10 concentric zones are quite 
feasible. For LWR's 3 zones are sufficient. Collision prob-
abilities are used. 
7. CONDENS. The cluster calculations, which the programme is 
approaching now, are made in a number of groups which is 
specified in the input. Very often, 10 groups are used, but 
any number < 76 can be chosen. In CONDENS the 76 group cross 
sections are condensed to the new structure by means of the 
spectra (for fuel, cladding and moderater) calculated in 
GEPUR. 
8. FPDATA or FIDA. Only one of these procedures is present at 
a time, and proper MERGE cards must be used to construct the 
correct coding. FPDATA and FIDA reads the fission product data 
to be used in FISPRO and FIPO, respectively. 
9. CONDFP. Only present together with FPDATA and condenses the 
76 group cross sections read by FPDATA to the chosen structure 
by means of the flux spectrum characterized by composition 
- 4 -
number 1 in GEPUR. 
10. Options. The length of the new timestep is read here. If the 
number read is negative, various routes are taken, thus: 
DT = -i: GO TO START of a new problem. 
-2<DT<-1: Uranium isotopes ard Thorium are recycled, i.e. 
the contents of these isotopes in the various fuel 
positions are redistributed evenly, and the fission 
products are removed. 
DT = -2: All the heavy nuclides (i.e. also Pu) are recycled. 
-3<DT<-2: Pu recycling and addition of U 235 and U 238 
(read in). 
DT = -3: The information necessary to restart the programme 
from this point can be punched on cards. 
DT = -4 The physical properties of the cluster i.e. tempe-
ratures and densities, of the various compositions, 
can be changed and the programme returns to the 
label AATERHOP, for starting new 76 groups calculations. 
The option is intended for calculation of coefficients 
(voids, temperature, etc.). 
DT = -5: A new power level and a timestep length can be read. 
The option is useful f.ex. by Xe-transient studies. 
DT = -6 A print-out of fission product activities is obtained. 
(For health physics purposes). 
11. BURN. Depletion procedure for the actinides: 
Th 232, Pa 233, U 233, U 234, U 235, U 236, U 238, Np 239, 
Pu 239, Pu 240, Pu 241, Pu 242. 3 burnable poisons can 
also be treated in BURN, either as burning independently 
or as transforming into each other by capture. 
12. FISPRO or FIPO. These eve the procedures keeping account of 
the fission profluct concentrations. As in 8. only one 
of them can be present. FIPO/FIDA are equipped with a lo 
group cross section library and consequently requires 
this group system to be followed. 
FISPP.Q/FPDATA/CQNDFP can be usnd with any subsystem of 
the main 76 groups system. 
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13. -
14. MAMIC. A procedure which calculates collision probabilities 
for the various regions of the cluster. In this con-
nection, all the fuel in one ring of rods is one region, 
all the claddings around these rods form another region, 
and the coolant belonging to the rods constitutes yet 
another region. 
15. The usual system of linear equations for the space-group 
fluxes is solved by a iterative procedure, SOLUTION, the 
same which was used in 6. GEPUR. 
16. An example of the kind of results which are printed out Is 
shown as app. 2. 
2. NPD Calculations 
NPD is Canadas first nuclear power plant. It is a 80 MWth 
CANDU reactor with a 19 rod bundle. In fig. 1 is shown a cross 
section of the bundle. In an extensive experimental programme 
several bundles have been examined, with exposures from 1000 
MWd/tU to 11000 MWd/tU. Isotopic contents of U 235, U 238, Pu 239, 
Pu 240, Pu 241, Pu 242 and Nd 148 have been determined. The bundles 
have been taken from widely different positions in the reactor, 
so that spectra and power densities have varied considerably from 
bundle to bundle. The CCC calculations have not been extended to 
that degree of detailed follow-up, rather has a single bundle been 
studied in a power density of 2000 W/cm of bundle length, and a 
-2 leakage corresponding to a buckling of 1.9 m 
The input data example shown in app. 1 is for this NPD cal-
culation, and app. 2 gives the start of the output of the same 
calculation. 
The detailed comparison is shown in table 1 and figures 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
* Private communication from J. Griffiths of AECL 
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Fig. 2. Gives the U 235 concentration in the 3 rod positions and 
the average. It seems that in the calculations the centre rod and 
the first ring burn sligthly too fast, while the average,as could 
be expected, is quite satisfactory. 
Fig. 3. shows the built up of Pu 239. At high exposures the agree-
ment is quite bad between calculations and experiments, the former 
completely failing to reproduce the trends of the latter to diminish 
the difference between the 3 rod positions and even reverse the 
ratio of the centre rod to the 1. ring. 
Fig. 4. shows a 4-5 pet. underestimation of Pu 240 built up, but 
the relative behaviour of the 3 rod positions is satisfactory, 
despite the disagreements of Pu 239. 
The U 236 built up in fig. 5 shows an overestimation of the con-
centrations in all rod positions at high exposures. This is not 
consistent with the correct average removal rate of O 235 in fig. 2. 
Fig. 6. shows good agreement for the Pu 241 concentration in the 
centre rod and 1. ring, while the 2. ring is some 10% underestimated. 
The opposite, but consistent, picture comes out in fig. 7 for the 
Pu 242. Here the 2. ring is correct, but the centre rod and the 
1. ring are overestimated by some 10%. 
Finally, fig. 8 shows the concentration of the stable fission 
product Nd 148, which is a measure of the number of fissions. The 
agreement is very satisfactory, showing that the relative power 
production of the 3 rod positions is predicted correctly. 
Conclusions 
Although minor discrepancies are found for most isotopes and 
most rod positions, these are so small that they can be tolerated. 
The distribution and concentration of Pu 239 is badly predicted. 
In the experimental results the centre rod aquires a higher Pu 239 
content than the rods in the 1. ring. This fact is difficult to 
give a qualitative explanation for, and is not at all reflected in 
the calculations. 
Tabic i . 
• a r a up M235/M23«« N236/N2384 N239/M238« !»240/B239% H241/*239» M242/X239* KD148/H238 (10"*> 
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